1 INTRODUCTION {#SEC1}
==============

A critical problem in systems biology is to discover causal relationships among components of biological systems. Gene regulatory networks, metabolic networks and cell signalling networks capture causal relationships in cells. Discovery of causal relationships may be only possible through carefully designed experiments, which can be challenging. However, gene regulation is carried out by binding of protein products of transcription factors to *cis*-regulatory elements of genes. Such regulatory mechanisms are evident if the expression levels of gene *X* is affected by changes in expression levels of gene *Y*. Therefore, time-course gene expression data can be used to discover causal relationships among genes and construct the gene regulatory network.

Different methods have been developed to infer causal relationships from time series data, including dynamic Bayesian networks (DBNs; Murphy, [@B10]) and Granger causality (Granger, [@B5]). In DBNs, the state space of Bayesian networks is expanded by replicating the set of variables in the network by the number of time points. Cyclic networks are then transformed to directed acyclic graphs (DAGs) by breaking down cycles into interactions between variables at two different time points. Ong *et al.* ([@B11]) and Perrin *et al.* ([@B14]) among others have applied DBNs to infer causal relationships among components of biological systems.

On the other hand, the concept of Granger causality states that gene *X* is Granger-causal for gene *Y* if the autoregressive model of *Y* based on past values of both genes is significantly more accurate than the model based on *Y* alone. This implies that changes in expression levels of genes could be explained by expression levels of their transcription factors. Therefore, statistical methods can be applied to time-course gene expression observations to estimate Granger causality among genes.

Exploring Granger causality is closely related to analysis of vector autoregressive (VAR) models, which are widely used in econometrics. Yamaguchi *et al.* ([@B21]) and Opgen-Rhein and Strimmer ([@B12]) employed VAR models to learn gene regulatory networks, while Fujita *et al.* ([@B4]) proposed a sparse VAR model for better performance in cases when the number of genes, *p* is large compared to the sample size, *n*. Similar sparse models have also been considered by Mukhopadhyay and Chatterjee ([@B9]).

Zou and Feng ([@B22]) compared the performance of DBNs and Granger causality methods for estimation of causal relationships and concluded that the performance of the two approaches depend on the length of the time series as well as the sample size. The findings of Zou and Feng ([@B22]) emphasizes the need for sparse models in cases where the sample size is small. In particular, when *p* ≫ *n*, penalized methods often provide better prediction accuracy. Arnold *et al.* ([@B1]) applied the lasso (or ℓ~1~) penalty to discover the structure of graphical models based on the concept of Granger causality and studied the relationship between different key performance indicators in analysis of stock prices.

Asymptotic and empirical performances of the lasso penalty for discovery of graphical models have been studied by many researchers and a number of extensions of the original penalty have been proposed (we refer to these variants of the lasso penalty as 'lasso-type' penalties). In particular, to reduce the bias in the lasso estimates, Zou ([@B23]) proposed the adaptive lasso penalty, and showed that for fixed *p*, if appropriate weights are used, the adaptive lasso penalty can achieve variable selection consistency even if the so-called *irrepresentability* assumption is violated. In fact, it can also be shown that if initial weights are derived from regular lasso estimates, the adaptive lasso penalty is also consistent for variable selection in high dimensional sparse settings (Shojaie and Michailidis, [@B18]).

The lasso estimate of the graphical Granger model may result in a model in which *X* is considered to influence *Y* in a number of different time lags. Such a model is hard to interpret and inclusion of additional covariates in the model may result in poor model selection performance. Lozano *et al.* ([@B7]) have recently proposed to use a group lasso penalty in order to obtain a simpler Granger graphical model. The group lasso penalty takes the average effect of *X* on *Y* over different time lags and considers *X* to be Granger-causal for *Y* if the average effect is significant. However, this results in significant loss of information, as the time difference between activation of *X* and its effect on *Y* is ignored. Moreover, due to the averaging effect, the sign of effects of the variables on each other can not be determined from the group lasso estimate. Hence, whether *X* is an activator or a suppressor for *Y* and/or the magnitudes of its effect remain unknown.

In this article, we propose a novel *truncating lasso* penalty for estimation of graphical Granger models. The proposed penalty has two main features: (i) it automatically determines the order of the VAR model, i.e. the number of effective time lags and (ii) it performs model simplification by reducing the number of covariates in the model. We propose an efficient iterative algorithm for estimation of model parameters, provide an error-based choice for the tuning parameter and prove the consistency of the resulting estimate, both in terms of sign of the effects, as well as, variable selection properties. The proposed method is applied to simulated and real data examples, and is shown to provide better estimates than alternative penalization methods.

The remainder of the article is organized as follows. [Section 2](#SEC2){ref-type="sec"}, starts with a discussion of the use of lasso-type penalties for estimation of DAGs as well as a review of the concept of graphical Granger causality. The proposed truncating lasso penalty and asymptotic properties of the estimator are discussed in [Section 2.3](#SEC2.3){ref-type="sec"}, while the optimization algorithm is presented in [Section 2.5](#SEC2.5){ref-type="sec"}. Results of simulation studies are presented in [Section 3.1](#SEC3.1){ref-type="sec"} and applications of the proposed model to time course gene expression data on *Escherichia coli* and human cancer cell line (HeLa cells) are illustrated in [Sections 3.2](#SEC3.2){ref-type="sec"} and [3.3](#SEC3.3){ref-type="sec"}, respectively. A summary of findings and directions for future research are discussed in [Section 4](#SEC4){ref-type="sec"}.

2 MODEL AND METHODS {#SEC2}
===================

2.1 Graphical models and penalized estimates of DAGs {#SEC2.1}
----------------------------------------------------

Consider a graph 𝒢 = (*V*, *E*), where *V* corresponds to the set of nodes with *p* elements and *E* ⊂ *V* × *V* is the edge set. The nodes of the graph represent random variables *X*~1~,..., *X*~*p*~ and the edges capture associations amongst them. An edge is called directed if (*i*, *j*) ∈ *E* ⇒ (*j*, *i*) ∉ *E* and undirected if (*i*, *j*) ∈ *E* ⇔ (*j*, *i*) ∈ *E*. We represent *E* through the adjacency matrix *A* of the graph, a *p* × *p* matrix whose (*j*, *i*)−th entry indicates whether there is an edge (and its weight) between nodes *j* and *i*.

Causal relationships among variables are represented by directed graphs where *E* consists of only directed edges. Let pa~i~ denote the set of *parents* of node *i* and for *j* ∈ pa~i~, write *j* → *i*. The causal effect of random variables in a DAG can be explained using *structural equation models* (Pearl, [@B13]), where each variable is modeled as a (nonlinear) function of its parents. The general form of these models is given by: The random variables *Z*~*i*~ are the latent variables representing the unexplained variation in each node. To model the association among nodes of a DAG, we consider a simplification of ([1](#M1){ref-type="disp-formula"}) where *f*~*i*~ is linear. More specifically, let ρ~*ij*~ represent the *effect* of gene *j* on *i* for *j* ∈ pa~i~, then

In the special case, where the random variables on the graph are Gaussian, Equations ([1](#M1){ref-type="disp-formula"}) and ([2](#M2){ref-type="disp-formula"}) are equivalent in the sense that ρ~*ij*~ are the coefficients of the linear regression model of *X*~*i*~ on *X*~*j*~, *j* ∈ *pa*~*i*~. It is known in the normal case that ρ~*ij*~ = 0 \<=\> *j* ∉ *pa*~*i*~.

For the case of DAGs, it can be shown that when the variables inherit a natural ordering, the likelihood function can be directly written in terms of the adjacency matrix of the DAG. It then follows that the penalized estimate of the adjacency matrix can be found by solving *p* − 1 penalized regression problems. To see this, let 𝒳 be the *n* × *p* matrix of observations and *S* = *n*^−1^𝒳^⊤^𝒳 be the empirical covariance matrix. Then, the estimate of the adjacency matrix of DAGs under the general weighted lasso (or ℓ~1~) penalty, is found by solving the following ℓ~1~-regularized least squares problems for *i* = 2,..., *p* where *A*~*i*,1:*i*−1~ denotes the first *i* − 1 element of the *i*th row of the adjacency matrix and *w*~*ij*~ represents the weights. For the lasso penalty *w*~*ij*~ = 1 and in case of adaptive lasso *w*~*ij*~ = 1 ν \|Ã~*ij*~\|^−1^ where Ã are the initial estimates obtained with the regular lasso penalty.

2.2 Graphical Granger causality {#SEC2.2}
-------------------------------

Let *X*^1:*T*^ = {*X*}~*t*=1~^*T*^ and *Y*^1:*T*^ = {*Y*}~*t*=1~^*T*^, be trajectories of two stochastic processes *X* and *Y* up to time *T* and consider the following two regression models: Then *X* is said to be Granger-causal for *Y* if and only if the model ([4](#M4){ref-type="disp-formula"}) results in significant improvements over model ([5](#M5){ref-type="disp-formula"}). Graphical Granger models extend the notion of Granger causality among two variables to *p* variables. In general, let *X*~1~,..., *X*~*p*~ be *p* stochastic processes and denote by **X** the rearrangement of these stochastic processes into a vector time series, i.e. **X**^*t*^ = (*X*~1~^*t*^,..., *X*~*p*~^*t*^)^⊤^. We consider models of the form In the graphical Granger model, *X*~*j*~^*t*^ is said to be Granger−causal for *X*~*i*~^*T*^ if the corresponding coefficient, *A*^*t*^~*i*,*j*~ is statistically significant. In that case, there exists an edge *X*~*j*~^*t*^ → *X*~*i*~^*T*^ in the graphical model with *T* × *p* nodes.

Such a model corresponds to a DAG with *T* × *p* variables, in which the ordering of the set of *p*-variate vectors **X**^1^,..., **X**^*T*^ is determined by the temporal index and the ordering among the elements of each vector is arbitrary. Lasso-type estimates of DAGs can therefore be used in the context of graphical Granger models in order to estimate the effects of variables on each other. The model in ([6](#M6){ref-type="disp-formula"}) is also equivalent to VAR models (Lütkepohl, [@B8], Chapter 2), which have been used for estimation of graphical Granger causality by a number of researchers, including Arnold *et al.* ([@B1]).

2.3 Truncating lasso for graphical Granger models {#SEC2.3}
-------------------------------------------------

Consider a graphical model with *p* variables, observed over *T* time points, and let *d* be the order of the VAR model or the effective number of time lags (in ([6](#M6){ref-type="disp-formula"}) *d* = *T* − 1). As in [Section 2.1](#SEC2.1){ref-type="sec"}, let 𝒳^*t*^ denote the design matrix corresponding to *t*-th time point, and 𝒳^*t*^~*i*~ be its *i*-th column.

The truncating lasso estimate of the graphical Granger model is found by solving the following estimation problem for *i* = 1,..., *p*: where *M* is a large constant, and β is the allowed false negative rate, determined by the user. The choice of β and the properties of the resulting estimator are discussed in the remainder of this section.

To illustrate the main idea behind the truncating lasso penalty, we begin by examining the regular lasso estimate of the graphical Granger model. Using the above notation, the general weighted lasso estimate of the graphical Granger model is found by solving the following *p* non-overlapping ℓ~1~-regularized least square problems for *i* = 1,..., *p*:

The weighted lasso penalty suffers from two limitations. First, the order of the VAR model *d* is often unknown and therefore is set to *T* − 1, resulting in *p*(*T* − 1) covariates in the weighted lasso estimation problem. Moreover, the weighted lasso estimate may potentially include edges from different time points of variable *X*~*j*~ to any given variable *X*~*i*~. To overcome these problems, Lozano *et al.* ([@B7]) proposed to use the group lasso estimate, in which the values of coefficients of each variable over the past time points are grouped. The drawback of group lasso penalty is that information on the time lag between activation of gene *j* and its effect on gene *i* is lost. Moreover, the resulting estimate does not provide consistent information about the magnitude and sign of the interaction. Thus, important questions including the activation or inhibition effect of *X*~*j*~ on *X*~*i*~ can not be answered.

To proposed truncating lasso penalty addresses the above shortcomings of the regular lasso penalty, while preventing the loss of information which occurs if the group lasso penalty is used. The truncating effect of the proposed penalty (imposed by Ψ^*t*^) is motivated by the rationale that the number of effects (edges) in the graphical model decreases as the time lag increases. Consequently, if there are fewer than *p*^2^β/(*T* − *t*) edges in the (*t* − 1)st estimate, all the later estimates are forced to zero. Hence, the truncating lasso penalty provides an estimate of the order of the underlying VAR model. In addition, by applying this penalty, the number of covariates in the model is reduced as the coefficients for effects of genes on each other after the estimated time lag are forced to zero.

The truncating lasso estimate of the graphical Granger model offers desirable asymptotic properties. In particular, it is shown in the Appendix A that the resulting estimate is consistent for variable selection (i.e. the correct edges are estimated with increasing probability, as the sample size increases) in the high-dimensional sparse setting. Moreover, with high probability, the signs of the effects and the order of the underlying VAR model are correctly estimated.

2.4 Choice of the Tuning Parameter {#SEC2.4}
----------------------------------

Estimation of the graphical Granger model using the truncating lasso penalty requires selection of two parameters, λ and β. As mentioned in the previous section, β is the allowed rate of false negatives. Therefore, selection of β can be based on the cost of false negatives in the specific problem at hand, as well as the sample size; as with any other statistical test, as sample size increases, smaller values of β can be considered. A practical strategy for selecting β is to first find the lasso (or adaptive lasso) estimate and select β so that the desired false negative rate is achieved.

The second parameter, λ is common in all penalized estimation methods. We propose the following error-based choice for selection of λ. Let *Z*^\*^~*q*~ be the (1 − q)-th percentile of the standard normal distribution and consider: then using the results of Shojaie and Michailidis ([@B18]), it can be shown that for any value of *n*, this choice of λ controls a version of false positive rate at the given level of α, provided that columns of the design matrix are scaled so that *n*^−1^ 𝒳~*i*~^⊤^𝒳~*i*~ = 1. In [Section 3.1](#SEC3.1){ref-type="sec"}, we evaluate the performance of the proposed method for a range of values of α, and show that the performance is not heavily influenced by that choice.

2.5 Algorithm and computational complexity {#SEC2.5}
------------------------------------------

In the previous section, we discussed that the truncating lasso estimate of the graphical Granger model in ([7](#M7){ref-type="disp-formula"}) is found by solving *p* weighted lasso problems. However, the optimization problem in ([7](#M7){ref-type="disp-formula"}) is non-convex and can not be solved directly, especially since the truncating factor Ψ^*t*^ depends on the values of the coefficients at the previous time points. Here, we propose an iterative Block-Relaxation algorithm (de Leeuw, [@B2]), which can be efficiently used to estimate the parameters of the model.

The main idea of the algorithm is to further break down each of the *p* sub-problems into *d* weighted lasso problems, starting with the observations at the most recent time lag, *T* − 1. This iterative process is continued by calculating the truncating factor Ψ^*t*^ at each *t* = 1,..., *d* based on the values of the coefficients at the previous time points and solving a weighted lasso problem over *p* variables at each time point. Algorithm 1 outlines the above iterative procedure for finding the estimates of the graphical Granger model.

Unlike the (adaptive) lasso problem, the objective function of the truncating lasso problem is non-convex. Therefore, a global minimum for the resulting optimization problem may not exist. However, the following result shows that the proposed algorithm always converges, although the accumulation point may be a local minimum.

*Algorithm 1 converges to a stationary point of the (adaptive) truncating lasso estimation problem*.

Although the overall objective function is non-convex, each sub-problem is a weighted lasso problem and is therefore convex. On the other hand, the objective function in the (adaptive) truncating lasso problem is separable and it can be shown that assumptions (A1), (B1)--(B3) and (C1) in Tseng ([@B19]) are satisfied. The result follows from Lemma 3.1 and Theorem 5.1 in Tseng ([@B19]).

Both lasso as well as adaptive lasso problems include *d* × *p* covariates in each penalized regression problem. Therefore, using the `shooting` Algorithm of Friedman *et al.* ([@B3]) (implemented in the R-package `glmnet`), estimation of the (adaptive) lasso problem requires operations, where is the estimate of the order of VAR from the truncating lasso penalty. On the other hand, partitioning over time points reduces the computational burden of each subproblem to *O*(*np*^2^). From the general theory of Block-Relaxation algorithms (de Leeuw, [@B2]), it can be shown that Algorithm 1 has at least a linear convergence rate. However, in our extensive simulation studies, the algorithm often converges in less than 10 iterations, and for large values of *T*, may require less time than lasso. ![](btq377i4.jpg)

3 RESULTS {#SEC3}
=========

3.1 Simulation studies {#SEC3.1}
----------------------

We evaluate the performance of the proposed truncating lasso penalty, as well as the lasso and adaptive lasso penalties, in reconstructing the Granger graphical models from time series observations. Several simulations, with different settings of parameters and different network structures are performed, and results of two simulations are presented here. In both simulations *p*=100, and *n*=50 independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) observations are generated according to a VAR model with order *d* = 2, and a Gaussian noise with standard error of σ = 0.2 is added to the observations, i.e. *X*^*t*^ = ∑~*k*=1~^*d*^*A*^*k*^*X*^*t*−*k*^, *t* = 1,..., *T*.

To facilitate the comparison, we control the strength of association among connected nodes (i.e. the non-zero elements of the adjacency matrix) via a single parameter ρ=0.7. In these simulations, the value of the tuning parameter for the penalty coefficient, α, is varied from 0.01 to 0.2, while the value of the second tuning parameter for the truncating lasso penalty, β is fixed at 0.1. In the first simulation, *T* = 10, while the second simulation includes *T* = 20 time points. Finally, in all simulations (including those not shown), the sparsity level in the network is controlled by setting the total number of edges equal to the sample size *n*.

To measure the performance of the estimators, we consider three different performance criteria: (i) The Structural Hamming Distance (SHD), (ii) the *F*~1~ measure, and (iii) the partial ROC plot.

SHD measures the total number of differences in edges between the estimated and true graphs, with lower values corresponding to better estimates. In other words, SHD = card(Ê\\*E*)+card(*E*\\Ê) where Ê and *E* denote the estimated and true edge sets. The *F*~1~ measure is the harmonic mean of *precision* (*P*) and *recall* (*R*) (i.e. *F*~1~ = 2*PR*/(*P* + *R*)) for the estimated graphs, and can be used to compare the performance of estimators in networks with different structures. The value of this summary measure ranges between 0 and 1, with higher values corresponding to better estimates. Finally, the (partial) ROC plot is commonly used to evaluate the performance of classification methods, and in our context illustrates the changes in the true positive rate in comparison to the false positive rate, as the tuning parameter changes.

The mean and standard deviations of the above criteria, over 50 simulations, for `lasso`, adaptive lasso (`Alasso`), truncating lasso (`Tlasso`) and truncating adaptive lasso (`TAlasso`) are given in [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. It can be seen that in both cases, the `TAlasso` provides the best estimate. In addition, as the length of the time series increases, the advantages of the truncating penalty become more pronounced. This improvement is particularly significant in case of small sample sizes, but diminishes in simulations with large *n*, as lasso and adaptive lasso estimates can overcome the curse of dimensionality (data not shown). The above simulation studies provide additional evidence in favor of the adaptive lasso procedure, and indicate that the proposed truncation mechanism offers additional improvement for estimation of Granger causality over the regular version of the lasso penalty. Additional simulations (data not shown) with other values of ρ and σ indicate that although changes in σ do not significantly affect the results, the performance of all methods diminish as ρ decreases. However, the qualitative results presented here are true for other values of ρ and σ. Fig. 1.Mean and standard deviation of performance criteria for `lasso`, `Alasso`, `Tlasso` and `TAlasso` in estimation of graphical Granger model, with *p* = 100, *n* = 50 and *d* = 2. Top: *T* = 10, Bottom: *T* = 20.

To further investigate the effect of the truncating lasso penalty, it is helpful to examine the adjacency matrix of the estimated graphs. [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} provides this information for a small network of size *p* = 20. As it can be seen, both lasso and adaptive lasso estimates include additional edges beyond the true order of the VAR model (indicated by small rectangles), while failing to uncover some of the true edges (indicated by small ovals). This is mainly due to the fact that the number of covariates (*d* × *p*) is much larger than the sample size *n*. However, by reducing the number of covariates through truncation, the truncating lasso penalty overcomes this shortcoming, and offers improvements in terms of both false positive and false negative rates. Fig. 2.Images of the adjacency matrix of the true graph, and estimates from `lasso`, `Alasso`, `Tlasso` and `TAlasso`. Images on the left correspond to the adjacency matrices of graphical Granger models (true and estimates) over time, while images on the right represent the cumulative graphical model (the network structure). In the left panel of the true adjacency matrix, a dark pixel in the (*i*, *j*)th entry at time *t* represents an edge from *X*^*T*−*t*^~*j*~ to *X*^*T*^~*i*~. The gray-scale images for the estimates represent percentage of times where an edge is present in 50 simulations. Significant false positives and negatives are marked with rectangles and ovals, respectively.

3.2 Analysis of the regulatory network of *E.coli* {#SEC3.2}
--------------------------------------------------

Kao *et al.* ([@B6]) proposed to use Network Component Analysis to infer the transcriptional regulatory network of *E.coli*. They also provided whole-genome expression data over 8 time points with different sample sizes, as well as information about the known regulatory network of *E.coli*. [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} represents true and estimated regulatory networks along with performance measures of both `Alasso`, as well as `TAlasso` penalties. It can be seen that the rate of recall is improved in the `TAlasso` estimate, resulting in a higher *F*~1~ measure. The improved performance of the `TAlasso` penalty in comparison to the `Alasso` penalty, as well as the overall performance of this estimator, further validate our numerical analysis. Fig. 3.Known transcription regulatory network of *E.coli* along with estimates based on `Alasso`, `TAlasso` and `grpLasso`. True edges (true positives in estimated networks) are marked with solid black arrows, while false positives are indicated by dashed red arrows.

For comparison, we also provide the estimated regulatory network using our implementation of the group lasso penalty of Lozano *et al.* ([@B7]) (`grpLasso`). It can be seen that in comparison to `TAlasso`, `grpLasso` performs poorly in this example.

3.3 Analysis of BioGRID network in HeLa cells {#SEC3.3}
---------------------------------------------

The genome-wide expression of cell cycle genes in human cancer cell lines (HeLa) were analyzed by Whitfield *et al.* ([@B20]). The authors performed different experiments resulting in multiple mRNA time-course samples. Sambo *et al.* ([@B15]) extracted a subset of nine genes from the human cell cycle genes for which the regulatory network is already determined in the BioGRID database ([www.thebiogrid.org](www.thebiogrid.org)). The authors developed an algorithm for reverse engineering of causal gene networks, called `CNET`, and applied it to this data set. `CNET` is a search-based algorithm, which searches over the space of possible graphs, in order to find the candidate graph with the highest score.

This set of nine genes was also analyzed by Lozano *et al.* ([@B7]). [Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} represents the true regulatory network along with estimated networks using our proposed `TAlasso` estimate, as well as the estimates based on the group lasso and `CNET` methods. As with the other two groups, we used the third experiment of Whitfield *et al.* ([@B20]), consisting of 47 time points and we considered a maximum time lag of *d* = 3. The estimates for group lasso and `CNET` were reconstructed based on the plots presented by authors, ignoring autoregulatory interactions in the group lasso estimate[^1^](#FN1){ref-type="fn"}. The best performance is achieved by the `CNET` algorithm and the authors point out that this result is in line with the best performance obtained in simulated data sets. The performance of the `TAlasso` method is slightly better than the group lasso estimate. It is important to note that although penalization methods (group lasso and truncating lasso) fail to perform as well as search-based algorithms like the `CNET` algorithm, they are computationally more efficient and can be used to analyzed large networks, whereas search-based algorithm become intractable for analysis of real-world biological networks. Fig. 4.Known BioGRID network of human HeLa cell genes along with the estimates based on `TAlasso`, `grpLasso` and `CNET`. True edges (true positives in estimated networks) are marked with solid black arrows, while false positives are indicated by dashed red arrows.

It can be seen from [Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} that two of the correctly estimated edges, from CCNA2 to CDC6 and E2F1, are shared in all three estimates and that all true positives of `TAlasso` are also found by `grpLasso`. On the other hand, a number of estimated edges not present in the BioGRID network are found in two or more estimates. This may suggest that some of the estimated edges (e.g. the edge from CCNA2 to CCNB1) may represent valid regulatory links that are not included in the BioGRID data set. Validation of such hypotheses requires further investigations.

A main advantage of the truncating lasso estimate is that it also provides information on the time lag of regulatory effects of transcription factors on other genes. [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"} provides details of information on effective time lags of effects of genes in the network. Such information provides valuable clues to the underlying regulatory mechanism but is overlooked in the other two methods. Table 1.Time lag of regulatory effects of genes in the estimate of BioGRID network based on the `TAlasso` algorithmInteractionTime lagInteractionTime lagCCNA2 → CCNB11CDC2 → CDC61CDNK3 → CDC21CDC2 → E2F12CCNA2 → E2F11CCNA2 → CDC62CCNB1 → PCNA1E2F1 → CCNA12CDC2 → CCNB11RFC4 → CDC22

4 DISCUSSION {#SEC4}
============

Estimation of gene regulatory networks is a crucial problem in computational biology. Information conveyed from these networks can be exploited to improve estimation and inference procedures, in particular to determine which pathways are involved in the cell\'s response to environmental factors or in disease progression (Shojaie and Michailidis, [@B16], [@B17]). Such information is also critical in drug development and medicine.

In this article, we proposed a novel penalization method, called truncating lasso, for estimation of gene regulatory networks based on the concept of Granger causality. The proposed method can correctly determine the order of the underlying time series, and uses that information to reduce the number of covariates. Such reduction, in turn results in better false positive and false negative rates. Moreover, the proposed method provides information on the time lags of regulatory effects of genes on each other.

Granger causality is an intuitive concept and its underlying assumption (that expressions of genes at each time point are only affected by expression levels at previous times) can be justified in the study of biological systems. However, from a technical point of view, it may be possible to reformulate the resulting autoregressive model using different causal relationships. A more practical issue concerns the time lags between observations: when observations are observed on coarse time intervals, some of the underlying causal effects may not be distinguishable. The success of reverse engineering algorithms, in particular penalization methods, requires repeated time series observations over fine time grids.

The method proposed in this article offers significant improvements over both lasso and adaptive lasso estimates, especially for small to moderate sample sizes. This is achieve by excluding unnecessary covariates from the regression problem. Further improvements may be possible by exploiting the stationarity of the stochastic process in order to take advantage of full information provided in the time series, and should be considered in the future.

^1^There appears to be a typo in results of Lozano *et al.* ([@B7]): the BioGRID network should be referred to as the network in Figure 5b (instead of 5a in the paper). Also, the precision, recall and *F*~1~ measures based on the network in Figure 5 are different from the values reported in the paper.
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APPENDIX A {#SEC5}
==========

(Consistency of Truncating Adaptive Lasso). *Let s be the total number of true edges in the graphical Granger model and suppose that for some a* \> 0, *p* = *p*(*n*) = *O*(*n*^*a*^) *and* \|*pa*~*i*~\| = *O*(*n*^*b*^), *where sn*^2*b*−1^ log *n* = *o*(1) *as n* → ∞. *Moreover*, *suppose that there exists* ν \> 0 *such that for all n* ∈ ℕ *and all i* ∈ *V*, Var(*X*~*i*~^*T*^\|*X*^*T*−*d*:*T*−1^~1:*p*~) ≥ ν *and there exists* δ \> 0 *and some* ξ \> *b such that for every i* ∈ *V and for every j* ∈ *pa*~*i*~, \|π~*ij*~\|≥δ*n*^−(1−ξ)/2^, *where* π~*ij*~ *is the partial correlation between X*~*i*~ *and X*~*j*~ *after removing the effect of the remaining variables*.

*Assume that* λ ≈ *dn*^−(1−ζ)/2^ *for some b* \< ζ \< ξ *and d* \> 0, *and the initial weights are found using lasso estimates with a penalty parameter* λ^0^ *that satisfies* . *Also*, *for some large positive number g*, *let* Ψ^*t*^ = *g* exp(*nI*{‖*A*^(*t*−1)^‖~0~\<*p*^2^β/(*T*−*t*)}) *(i.e. M* = *ge*^*n*^*)*. *Then if true causal effects diminish over time*, *With probability converging to 1*, *no additional Granger-causal effects are included in the model and the signs of such effects are correctly estimated*.*With probability asymptotically larger than* 1 − β, *true Granger-causal effects and the order of the VAR model are correctly determined*.

If β = 0, inclusion of the true causal effect, exclusion of incorrect effects and consistency of signs of effects follow from Theorem 3 of Shojaie and Michailidis ([@B18]). Since β has no effect on the probability of false positive, this proves (i).

For any given β \> 0, suppose *t*~0~ is the smallest *t* for which ‖*A*^(*t*−1)^‖~0~ \< *p*^2^ β / (*T* − *t*). Then for *t* \< *t*~0~ Ψ^*t*^ = 1 and has no effect on the estimate. Let *t* ≥ *t*~0~. Then using the KKT conditions, a coefficient is included in the weighted lasso estimate only if \|2*n*^−1^(𝒳^*t*^~*j*~)^⊤^(𝒳^*T*^~*i*~ − 𝒳^*t*^θ^*t*^)\| \> Ψ^*t*^λ*w*^*t*^~*j*~. However, (𝒳^*t*^~*j*~)^⊤^(𝒳^*T*^~*i*~ − 𝒳^*t*^ θ^*t*^) is stochastically smaller than (𝒳^*t*^~*j*~)^⊤^𝒳^*T*^~*i*~, which is in turn a polynomial function of *n*. On the other hand, λ and *w*^*t*^~*j*~ are also polynomial functions of *n*, whereas Ψ^*t*^ increases exponentially as *n* → ∞. Hence, for all *j* = 1,..., *p* and *t* ≥ *t*~0~, there exists an *n* such that \|2*n*^−1^ (𝒳^*t*^~*j*~)^⊤^(𝒳^*T*^~*i*~ − 𝒳^*t*^θ^*t*^)\| \< Ψ^*t*^ λ *w*^*t*^~*j*~ and therefore, *A*^*t*^ = 0, *t* ≥ *t*~0~. However, since the number of true causal effects diminish over time, the total number of true edges in time lags *t* ≥ *t*~0~ is less than β. This proves the first part of (ii).

Finally, to prove that the order of VAR is correctly estimated, i.e. *d* = *t*~0~ − 1, we consider two complementary events: *d* \< *t*~0~ − 1 and *d* \> *t*~0~ − 1. Prior to *t*~0~, false positives occur with exponentially small probability, hence, the probability that *d* \< *t*~0~ − 1, is negligible. On the other hand, *d* \> *t*~0~ − 1 only if true edges are not included in Â^*t*^~0~ and as a result ‖Â^(*t*~0~−1)^‖~0~ \< *p*^2^ β/(*T* − *t*~0~). But false negatives occur if true edges vanish in the adaptive lasso estimate. However, adaptive lasso finds the true edges with exponentially large probability, hence, ℙ(*d* \< *t*~0~ − 1) ≥ 1 − β − *O*(exp(−*cn*^*d*^)) for constants *c* and *d*. This completes the proof. ▪
